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John R. Valeri

WHAT IS THE LEGAL ISSUE?
Just as two words compose the title of the Legal
Issue, so does the publication have two primary
purposes. Although, to a certain extent, readers
across the nation benefit from the Legal Issue, its
primary purposes of publication are by the students
and for the students of the C.U. Law School.
The first purpose of the Legal Issue is to
communicate: the magazine is the only printed
medium of communication within the Law School.
The Legal Issue has been printed continuously since
1953. The early editions were mimeographed
newsletters; today, the Legal Issue is both a legal
jounal and a news magazine. The Legal Issue offers a
ready forum through which students, faculty, and
alumni can express themselves and be judged by their
peers. The format of communication is quite flexible,
without rigidity of content, form, or style. The Legal
Issue magazine can express all sorts of opinions in the
form of articles, comments, Letters to the Editor,
drawings, or almost any printable form of
communication.
The
Legal
Issue
welcomes
communicative contributions from students, faculty,
and alumni.

The second purpose of the Legal Issue magazine is
to offer C.U. law students the opportunity to get
valuable experience as staff workers and editors.
Unlike the Law Review staff, the Legal Issue is open
to all C.U. law students (including freshmen!).
Working on the Legal Issue gives experience in
reading, selecting, and editing incoming copy,
working with the galleys and printing, as well as doing
one·s own publishing. All workers for the Legal Issue
rece ive acknowledgement in the magazine. Moreover,
those workers showing the most initiative and best
ability will be selected Editors in the spring by the
outgoing Editorial Board . Being a Legal Issue Editor
is excellent experience and is attractive to prospective
employers.
The Legal Issue welcomes the support of students
and faculty both in turning in material to be printed
and in turning out printed material. If interested in
the Legal Issue contact the lovely faculty secretaries
for direction to the Legal Issue office; if the office is
closed, slip your name. number, and message und er
the door and opportunity will knock.
-

TRUTH IN LENDING
IN FIRST MORTGAGE TRANSACTIONS
by Dennis D. McKenna '70 under the direction of John Valeri

The Consumer Credit Protection Act, Public Law
90-321, 82 Stat. 146, 15USC1601, became effective on
July 1, 1969. As of that date, all commercial banks and
other creditors covered by the Act were compelled to
comply with the disclosure requirements of Regulation
Z of the Federal Reserve Board. This articl~ deals only
with commercial banks and is particularly concerned
with the disclosure requirements in connection with
first mortgage transactions.
The purpose of the Federal Credit Protection Act is
to insure the meaningful disclosure of credit
information so as to enable consumers to shop for credit
costs and terms. Banks and other creditors must now
disclose certain basic information so that the consumer
knows what the credit costs are before entering into a
credit transaction. The disclosures are made to
borrowers to whom a finance charge for an obligation
payable in four or more installments is imposed. (See
CCH New Rules on Consumer Credit Protection , pp. 9,
25 .)
First mortgage transactions as well as all real estate
transactions were initially excluded from Congressional
consideration in drafting the Truth in Lending
Legislation. (I 13 Cong. Rec. Index, Part 28, 90th Cong.,
1st. Sess., 1967.) Regulation Z was extended to embrace
realty in response to the first and second mortgage
scandals which appeared in the Washington, D.C., press
after the bill had passed the Senate but was still in
subcommittee in the House. (See Washington Post, Nov.
24, 1969, F I l.) The joint committee of the House and
Senate, wrote in the provision to cover realty. Not a
single expert witness was called to testify in regard to
the wording or any other aspect of the extension of the
Truth in Lending law to first mortgage transactions.
Thus none of the pro and con testimony that Congress
can often depend upon to clarify a situation in which it
has no experience was available.
Mr. C.L.S. Cooke, Assistant Treasurer of the Union
Trust Company, Washington, D.C., briefly outlined a
typical mortgage transaction before the Truth in
Lending Act:
1. The application by a potential buyer for the loan;
2. The credit investigation of the potential buyer;
3. Credit approval based on the value of the
property;
4. Appraisal of the property and prediction of its
future value;
5. Bank approval of the loan;
6. Written offer to the potential buyer;
7. Written or oral acceptance of the offer;
8. Settlement preparation including a title
examination, a survey, and deed preparation;
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9. Settlement at which time the actual cost of the
loan is determined;
10. Recording of title;
11. Completion when the bank receives and stores
the completed deeds.
When the Truth in Lending legislation was finalized
by its passage in Congress and the President's signature
but before it became effective, the banks turned to their
legal staffs and/or outside legal counsel for an
explanation and a clarification of the law and any legal
difficulties that might arise under the law. A problem
arose immediately as a confl~ct between the legislation
and banking procedures in mortgages as outlined above.
Several elements create this conflict. The new
legislation requires disclosures of the cost of the credit
before the contract is consumated. (CCH New Rules, pg.
9.) The banks felt they could not comply with the
disclosure provisions before the settlement date because
a number of costs, such as lawyers' fees, property
surveys costs; etc., were.unknown before the transaction
is consumated.
A provision for an estimation of charges reads as
follows:
Unknown Information Estimation
If at the time disclosures must be made, an amount

or other item of information required to be
disclosed, or needed to determine a required
disclosure, is unkno~n or not available to the
creditor, and the creditor has made a reasonable
effort to ascertain it, the creditor may use an
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estimated amount or an approximation of the
information, provided the estimate or approximation
is clearly identified as such, is reasonable, is based on
the best information available to the creditor, and is
not used for the purpose of circumventing or evading
the disclosure requirements of this part. (CCH New
rules, p. 124.)
However, the banks maintained that this provision was
inadequate based on the nature of the charges and their
pastexperience with these costs. · These particular costs
were unknown because they arose during the course of a
property transaction, which has a unique and highly
developed body of controlling law. The banking
procedures were largely developed to meet the
requirements of these property laws.
The regulations require that disclosures shall be made
before the credit is given. Further the regulations
require that all the costs of a loan be included in the
interest rate and be disclosed. Certain charges are
excepted from these requirements, but only if itemized
separately and in connection with real property
transactions. Regulation sec. 226.4(e) sets out the real
property co,nnected charges which must be disclosed.
The following charges in connection with any real
property transaction, provided they are bona fide ,
reasonable in amount, and not for the purpose of
circumvention . or evasion of this part, shall not be
included in the finance charge with respect to that
transaction:
(1) Fees or premiums for title examination, abstract
of title, title insurance, or similar purposes and for
required related property surveys .
( 2) Fees for preparation of deeds, settlement
statements, or other documents.
(3) Amounts required to be placed or paid into an
escrow or trustee account for future payments of
taxes, insurance, and water, sewer, and land rents.
( 4) Fees for notarizing deeds and other documents.
(5) Appraisal fees .
( 6) Credit reports.
The charges fo und in the above section are the
primary costs of the mortgage loan which the bank felt
it could not accurately estimate. These charges, known
generally as settlement costs , present the following
difficulties to the banks trying to estimate them.
The cost of the title examination is dependent on the
fee of the title attorney or law firm, which varies from
firm to firm and according to the difficulty of the title
search. It is impossible, the banks maintained, with
support from the title examiners, to estimate the cost of
the title search before it has been undertaken and
completed.
The regulations governing property transactions are
d i fferent in t he immediate jurisdictions of the
metropolitan Washington, D.C., area. Because these
jurisdictions are different, their requ irements, and hence
their costs, are altered. As an example of' these different
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requirements, the District of Columbia requires no
property survey before a shift of ownership. However,
Maryland and Virginia require a survey by all title
companies before insuring their search. and the
geography of the property controls the costs of the
survey.
The buyer and the seller of the property may have
demands differing from those of the bank and from
each other. As an example, the buyer may require a
termite inspection in order to meet FHA or VA
requirements, and the seller agrees to bear half the cost.
This is generally handled by their attorneys and again
varies the circumstances surrounding the property.
The co-ordination of fire and hazard insurance
charges is a complicated problem as it may vary from
bank to bank as well as from transaction to transaction .
Does the bank have to estimate the cost of the insurance
if it does not write insurance itself? If the bank requires
but does not write insurance , then is this insurance
written in connection with a credit transaction? Again,
there is the difficulty of credit life insurance on the
borrower where the bank is the beneficiary. Must these
insurance costs be included in the excludable charges or
do they become part uf the finance clta1ge? The Truth
in Lending Legislation simply did not say.
Can the bank realistically estimate future taxes on
the property for the following year or project a tax rate
over a mortgage of twenty or thirty years during a
period of spiraling tax increases and booming inflation?
A number of banks require an escrow agreement in
property transactions, usually for the tax and insurance
payments which the bank makes directly to government
agencies and ~nsurance companies. The cost of such an
account is based on the length of time of its existence,
which usually terminates at settlement. But under Truth
in Lending regulations, has this termination date shifted
to the acceptance date of the offer of the loan? If so,
cost estimates are altered , and once again the bank must
operate from guesswork and not from a realistic
estimate based on past experience.
If the above charges are not itemized and set out in
the credit agreement before the transaction is
consumated , they become part of the finance charge, or
in effect, part of the interest cost of the loan.
(Pub.L.No . 90-321, sect. 106-D.) This raises the
difficulty that the bank management and their legal
counsel found so perplexing. If these costs are thrown
into the interest charge and the bank has used the
maximum legally permissible charge, the interest rate
becomes usurious, which gives rise to a usury defense in
a foreclosure suit for nonpayment for the mortgage
loan.
To recapitulate, the problem is as follows. The bank
makes an offer to loan a certain amount of money at a
stated interest rate in the fo rm of a first mortgage. This
interest rate is at or very near the maximum interest rate
permitted by local law. The bank does not know in
advance the above listed costs and canno t set them out
in an excludable charge list in their offer to make the
loan. The customer .receives and accept s the offer

'('

contained in the letter of commitment sent by the bank
and after the above banking procedure is carried out,
the property is bought, the mortgage agreement and
deed of trust are signed. Then the borrower defaults in
his payment on the mortgage note. The bank sues to
foreclose the property, and the defaulting borrower
raises the defense of usurious interest rate. Under the
Truth in Lending law, the mortgagor points out that the
local interest rate has been exceeded since the bank's
interest rate plus the charges which the bank could not
set out in the disclosure exceed the allowable
percentage. The mortgagor is technically correct as far
as legal counsel for the banks could ascertain, and the
banks' conservative outlook necessitated by their
fiduciary responsibility to their depositors, caused the
banks to have sharp misgivings about proceeding with
any mortgage loans until Truth in Lending could be
clarified and/or bank proceedings and local law
adjusted.
According to Mr. Cooke, the banks chose a number
of means to deal with the situation, varying from bank
to bank depending on management's judgment. As
noted above, unless the bank committed itself to an
offer to make the loan on the property generally in the
form of a letter of commitment, there was no contract
before the final settlement. Therefore several banks in
the Washington area simply followed their legal
counsel's advice and ceased to make mortgage offers. Of
course, mortgage loans did not cea~e at these banks. The
procedure was altered so that no offer was extended by
the bank until settlement. When the customer first
inquired about the loan, the bank simply refused to
commit itself to an offer, insisting that what transpired
during this period (See step 6, above), were merely
negotiations for a contract. The customer was left after
this negotiation with the bank to assume that the bank
would make the loan at some vague or nebulous rate of
interest. Thereupon, the customer had to carry out the
necessary steps to meet the bank's requirements for a
loan at any given rate, if at all. The bank's procedure has
been altered to allow for disclosure at settlement.
The bank sends a letter of information and
instruction to the settlement attorneys which lists all
the bank's requirements. The attorneys must send to the
bank an itemized list or statement, specifically the
excludable charges. The bank sends all the necessary
papers back to the customer's attorney, including a
statement that the disclosure has been received and the
customer mu st sign and return this notice to the bank.
This procedure is a subversion of the basic purpose of
the Truth in Lending law: the borrower simply does not
have the opportunity to shop around for the best credit
terms. Since the customer does not know the loan costs
until he has gone to the expense of meeting the
individual bank's procedural requirements, he is faced
with accepting the loan without shopping around or
very possibly losing the money spent on the loan
preparations when he seeks another lender.
Surprisingly, a number of banks acted against their
legal counsel's advice and continued to send letters of

commitment before they could disclose their excludable
charges. These banks had left themselves open to the
defense suggested above. It is to be expected that these
letters of commitment were ever more conservative in
nature than usual and also that the banks had rephrased
these letters so that the argument could later be made if
necessary that the letters were not in fact an offer but
merely part of the negotiations prior to an offer.
One course of action was chosen by all the banks,
regardless of their other actions. This was to petition the
various agencies charged by the Congress with the
administration and enforcement of Regulation Z, asking
for a clarification statement and/or guidelines
concerning this problem.
During the last week of December, 1969, the banking
institutions in the Washington area received Attachment
B: the Interpretations of Truth in Lending Regulation
Z, from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
'System (Oct., 1969). Certain relevant parts are
summarized here:
1. The "excludable charges" specified in Section
226.4(e) need not be itemized in a disclosure statement
given in connection with the creation of a mortgage loan
if the charges are paid by the borrower or seller in cash.
Regulation Z does not require that prepaid finance
charges be itemized, but the total prepaid finance charge
mu st be disclosed.
2. The FHA application fee is part of the appraisal
fee to the extent that this money is forwarded to the
FHA; to the extent that this money is retained by the
lender, this money becomes part of the finance charge.
3. A discount or other cost imposed upon the seller
as a condition of making an FHA or VA loan is a
prepaid finance charge. Section 226.4(a) mentions
"whether paid or payable by the customer, the seller, or
any other person."
4. The 1% "processing fee" charged to the borrower
by the creditor in accordance with FHA and VA
regulations would be a prepaid finance charge.
5. Attorneys' fees not required to be incurred by the
creditor are not prepaid finance charges and need not be
disclosed.
The deletion of attorneys' fees from disclosure is
quite significant since these fees were one of the most
variable of the charges.
Attachment B, by its specific response to each
question instead of broad suggestions, or general
guidelines, controls the entire mortgage transaction. It
suggests that every time a difficulty arises under the
Truth in Lending regulations the various controlling
bodies will have to be petitioned for a solution. The
delay and stifling effect on commercial transactions of
this system can easily be seen.
The effect of Attachment B must be to relieve the
restrictive effect that Regulation Z has had on the _
mortgage loan picture since July 1, 1969. The six month
period following the introductionr of Regulation Z was
marked by a sharp reduction in the number of mortgage
loans processed. This regulation was not the only reason
for this decrease, but it was a contributing factor.
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Attachment B plus the recent increase in FHA and VA
interest rate ceilings should unfreeze a high percentage
of mortgage funds which have been dormant.
It was suggested at the outset of this article that the
problem raised was the result of law making in an area
in which the drafters of the law received no expert
advice. The all-embracive character of the Truth in
Lending regulations clashed with both business practice

and other law designed to protect the parties to a
business and the public interest.
The first mortgage transaction as dealt with in the
Truth in Lending regulations is an example of the wo rst
kind of emotional response to expedite a current social
problem. It is sad to note that while all around them
were raising the cry to action, Congress' response did
n~t reflect the prudence nor experience of that Body.

Lawyers as Consumers
by Thomas A. /, aw/er "71

As lawyers, or would be lawyers, you should
understand what happens when you buy something on
time. Of course, you read {he contract and understand
what its implications are. Like that sofa you bought last
month. The furniture store agreed to deliver to you one
sofa and you agreed to pay in twelve equal monthly
payments. By doing this you protected yourself. If you
did not like the sofa, you could stop payments and the
retailer would have to correct the default or he would
not receive his money. That seems like good law; you do
not have to pay unless you get what you bargained for.
However, this is not the law. The following monologue
represents what the law is. A consumer goes to a
furniture store and buys a sofa on time. He executes a
negotiable instrument which evidences his obligation to
pay. The furniture store sells this paper to a finance
company. The following week the sofa is delivered . If it
is not the sofa the consumer bargained for , he calls the
retailer who puts him off. The retailer has already
received his money and now has no impetus to fulfill his
end of the bargain. Should the consumer stop making
payments, he will hear from a finance company. He will
learn that they have no concern with the condition of
the sofa. Since they purchased the paper in good faith
and with no notice of any defect, they are a holder in
due course and not subject to defenses which the
consumer may have against the seller. The consumer
must pay for the poor merchandise and is left to
institute a suit against the retailer if he hopes to recoup
his losses to the finance company. In many cases, suit
by the consumer against the retailer is not an effective
remedy because the retailer may have left town or be
bankrupt by that time. If the retailer is thus made
judgment proof, the consumer carries the burden of
loss.
Who is this holder in due course and what are his
rights? Today, as codified in the Uniform Commerical
Code, a holder in due course is a holder who takes a
negotiable instrument for value and in good faith and
without notice that it is overdue or has been dishonored
Page 4/FALL 1970
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or of any defense against or claim to it on the part of
any person (3-302( 1)). One who is a holder in due
course takes the negotiable instrument free from all
claims to it on the part of any person , and from all
defenses of any party to the instrument with whom the
holder has not dealt (3-305). One who is a holder but
not a holder in due course takes subject to all valid
claims, all defenses on the contract, and all defenses of
want or failure of consideration, non-performance of
any condition precedent, non-delivery or delivery for a
special purpose (3-306). Promissory notes (negotiable
instruments) in their origin (about the 12th or 13th
century) where used exclus i v ely i n
merchant-to-merchant transactions. The bargaining was
at arm's length. There was no collusion between the
merchant who sold the goods and the financier who
ultimately bought the paper. Today promissory notes
are used extensively in consumer transactions and the

retailer and financier-holder work hand-in-hand in
consumating the credit transaction. There is no equality
of · bargaining positions and no arm's length dealing.
However, courts still treat these negotiable instruments'
as if conditions had not changed.
In a J 966 economic survey by the Federal Trade
Commission, it was learned that of 96 retailers who
accounted for 8YJr, of the 1963 census total sales of
appliances, furniture, and department store retailers in
the District of Columbia, 65 reported regular use of
installment sales contracts. An installment sales contract
is a sales contract plus, in many instances, a promissory
note which are combined in one instrument or are
evidence of one transaction. Installment sales contracts
accounted for 30'/r, of the net sales of these 65 retailers.
For the 18 low-income market retailers, of the 65 using
installment sales contracts, 92. 7% of net sales were by
installment sales contracts. The consumer has become
the obligor on promissory notes, especially low-income,
poorly-educated consumers. Although there is a new
group of obligors, different from those originally
intended as obligors, the law of promissory notes has
not changed to reflect th is cl ifference.
According to this FTC study, 35% of the installment
contracts were assigned in 1966. Of their installment
sales contracts, appliance stores assigned 98%, furniture
stores 57%, and department stores assigned none. Some
may say that destroying the holder in clue course status
will dry up this necessary source of credit for those who
need it most-- the poor, black, inner-city dwellers.
However, the FTC study does not bear out this
supposition. The FTC study cliviclecl the retailers
surveyed into general market and low-income market.
T he low-income market classification was made on
location in a low-income area and the lack of city-wide
advertising. Despite the fact that more than 90% of the
sales of these low-income retailers were by installment
sales contracts, only 20% of these contracts were
assigned. These were typically the larger contracts. The
average value of unassigned contracts was $ 124, while
the average value for assigned contracts was $298. Thus
it would seem t.hat the only credit which would be
affected for low-income buyers is the credit for
substantial purchases which are typically televisions and
stereos. A survey of the customers showed 28 of 38
purchases over $300 were televisions or stereos, 15 were
furniture, one was a refrigerator and one was a washer.
There were 486 customers surveyed with monthly
incomes of less than $300, but there were only 38
purchases of over $300. It can be seen that t he bulk of
credit granted to low-inco me people will not be affected
by abolishing the holder in due course status. That
which may be affected is primarily in the home
entertainment line of purchases. This arguably is not
such a tremendous hardship, at least not so great as the
holder in due course.
The injustices of the holder in due course status were
well documented in Senator Tydings' hearings on
proposed legislation which would have abolished the
holder in due course status on installment sales

contracts in the District of Columbia. (Hearings before
Subcommittee on Business and Commerce of the
Committee on the District of Columbia, 1st and 2nd
sessions on
316,
2589.) In her testimony, Ida L.
Bryant reviewed how she ended up owing $415 for a
television priced at $195. She saw a television advertised
for $195 with a I 0-day free home demonstration. She
called and had one delivered. Upon delivery she had to
pay $25 as "tax." Before the 10 days were up she
received a payment book. Feeling she had already made
a commitment, she began making payments, in spite of
the fact that th e sound was bad on the television. The
furniture company which sold her the set refused to
make any repairs or adjustments and referred Mrs.
Bryant to the finance company. The finance company
told her it had nothing to do with the condition of the
television. She was told she had signed a financial
document and had promised to pay the money to the
finance company: she must pay.
Mrs. Bryant made payments totaling $165. She then
discovered, by counting the remain ing payment slips,
that she still owed $165. She did not feel she should pay
more than the $195 price, and since the sound tubes
were bad, she stopped payments. The finance company
then sued for $ 252, got a judgment without Mrs.
Bryant's being aware of a hearing, and proceeded to
garnish her wages. Mrs. Bryant is not alone in her plight.
As other testimony reveals, the Anacostia area o f the
District of Columbia, where Mrs. Bryant lived, was
beseiged by this I 0-day free trial on televisions. All the
buyers ended up owing a finan ce co mpany much larger
sums than th e advertised price for a television that did
not work. There were many other case histories
involving furniture, televisions, stereos, and mattresses
related at the hearing.
There is no need for the holder in due course in
installment sales contracts. Betty Furness, former
special assistant to the President for consumer affairs.
pointed out before Tydings' comm ittee,
... the finance company in the first instance
selected the questionable dealer before it entered
into arrangements to buy his installment paper.
The finance comp any or holder in due course has
avenues of investigation by w)l.ich to ascertain the
dealer's reliability and to make certain his business
ethics, products, advertising and sales techniqu es
are not. fradulent or misleading. Additionally, the
holder can protect himself by dealing on a full
recourse basis which requires the dealer to be liable
to him for buyer d efault by executing a repurchase
agreement, binding the dealer to set aside funding
to protect himself against any contingencies. The
improve me nt in the relationship between the
finance company and the seller should prove to be
an important in.direct benefit to consumers. The
finance company is better able to bear the risk in
this proposal to shift the risk of dealer
misrepresentation from the consumer to the
hold er. Loss of money on any particular
transaction with the dealer can be recouped in
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subsequent transactions.
John Morgan, sole owner of Allstate Credit
Corporation, which buys and sells home improvement
contracts, while testifying before Senator Tydings'
committee, endorsed legislation which would abolish
the holder in due course in installment sales contracts.
He testified that this would not hurt any legitimate
home improvement business. Theodore Blumenfield,
executive vice-president of Atlas Finance Corporation,
which is the fourth or fifth largest mortgage purchasing
company in the United States, also testified as to the
lack of need for the holder in due course.
I would tend not to be so alarmed by the presence
of that provision in your bill (abolition of the
holder in due course) because I don't think it takes
a way from the finance company any great
protection that it had before .... I think it (holder
in due course) is an anachronism. If I might make a
general comment about the reaction that I have to
legislation of this type, most of the abuses that
characterize the home improvement industry, or
for that matter any consumer installment type of
lending, cause a reaction the other way. Whenever
you have. what I call a legislative void or vacuum it
induces the marginal operators as a concomitant.
There are abuses.
The testimony of Mr. Morgan and Mr. Blumenfield
points out the legal folly of the holder in due course
status. Allstate makes a thorough investigation of the
underlying transaction before it buys paper. It checks
the obligor's credit references, requires the assignor to
furnish proof that the home improvement job has been
completed , and. calls the obligor to ask if the job has
been completed, if he understands the terms of the
contract and his obligations. They make sure the obligor
has a copy of the contract and knows what his monthly
payments are. Yet Allstate is allowed the benefit of a
doctrine which was designed to protect innocent
assignees; people who could not possibly know or
investigate the underlying transaction.
Mr. Blumenfield testified that Atlas Finance
Company has gone about systematically destroying its
position as a holder in due course. Atlas investigates the
underlying transa ction which gave rise to the note and
rechecks the deal after they have taken the paper. Mr.
Blumenfield said,
I can't picture our being able to carry the day in
any court saying we are without knowledge of any
defenses or defects, because we certainly do gain
that knowledge, and we haven't really placed any
great store in the position of being a
holder-in-due-course.
Yet this finance company is continually "carrying the
day in any court" as holder in due course. Ennis v. Atlas
Finance Company, 120 Ga. App. 849, 172 S.E.2d 482
( 1969); Atlas Finance Company v. Whitehead, 99 So.2d
481 (19
Finance companies are in a position to make
investigations into the making of the nott:(. In fact, most
of them already do make these investigations to insure a
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profitable business. Yet the courts continue to shield
these companies with a fiction which was created to
protect innocent purchasers of paper --purchasers who
had no way of knowing what the underlying transaction
was. This is a case of blind justice. The courts arc
ignoring changed conditions to which the common law
is to respond.
Legislatures also have not been very responsive to
correcting this injustice. Only 15 states have enacted
legislation modifying or abolishing the holder in clue
course status (except in motor vehicle financing, where
legislation has been more widely enacted). New York
provides that no retail installment contract shall require
or entail execution of documents which can be
transferred and will cut off defenses which the buyer
may have against the seller. Pers. Prop. Law 403( I)
(McKinney 1962). This type of provision has been
adopted in two other states and Puerto Rico. Ore. Rev.
Stat. 83.650 ( 1953), N.J. Rev. Stat. Ann. 17: I 6C-64.2
(West 1970), P.R. Laws Ann. tit. l 0, 748 ( 1963). The
New Jersey statute applies only to home improvement
contracts. The Oregon statute is considerably limited by
its penalty provision. A contract executed in violation
of the act still allows the holder protection. It only
provides for the buyer to sue the seller for any losses or
expenses, including attorney's fees, incurred defending
the suit by the assignee.
Maryland , California, Washington, and Florida
statutes abolish the holder in due course status in retail
147
installment contracts. Md. Ann. Code Art. 83,
(1957), Cal. Civ. Code
1804.2 (1954), Wash. Rev.
Code Ann.
63.14.020 (1966), Fla. Stat. Ann.
520.88 ( 1963). The Florida statute applies only to
home improvement contracts. The California statute
limits the holder's liability to the debt owed to the
holder. Oklahoma and Massachusetts statutes
specifically prohibit negotiable instruments. Okla. Stat.
tit. l 4A , 2-403 (1966), Mass. Gen. Laws Ann., ch.
255, l 2C ( 1959). New Hampshire prohibits negotiable
instruments in situations limited to "hawk and peddler"
transactions-a hawk and peddler being one who travels
from town to town bartering or selling. N.H. Rev. Stat.
320:21-a (1955). Pennsylvania, Michigan and
Ann.
Illinois have established notice requirements before an
assignee can be a holder in due course. Mich. Stat. Ann.
445 .865(d) (1967), Penn. Stat. tit. 69, 1402 (1965),
Ill. Ann. Stat. ch. 121 Yi,
262D (Smith-Hurd 1960).
Under these acts an assignee must give notice when he
takes the note to the buyer informing the buyer of his
right to give the assignee notice of any claims or defects
under the contract. There are time limits for reply
established by the statutes-Pennsylvania, 45 days;
Michigan, 15 days; Illinois, 5 days. These time limits run
from the time of assignee giving notice.
The remedies available under these various statutory
schemes limit their effectiveness. The Maryland,
California, Washington, and Florida statutes simply
provide that defens es the buyer has against the seller
shall not be cut off when the contract is assigned; so
there is no holder in due course defense available to the

assignee. The New York. New Jersey, and Massachusetts
penalties provide that no finance. delinquency,
collection. repossession, or refinancing charges may be
collected on the contract. It· is still possible that the
buyer can be liable to an assignee for the stated price of
the article even though it is defective. The statute does
not specifically destroy the holder in clue course status
on contracts executed in violation of the act. As
mentioned earlier, the Oregon remedy is entirely
inadequate because it specifically retains the holder in
clue course status and only allows the buyer to sue the
seller for expenses and losses incurred in defending
against the assignee. The Puerto Rico statute makes
violation of the act a misdemeanor. The statute does not
address itself to the status of the assignee. So here again
it is possible that an assignee of a contract prohibited by
the act is still a holder in due course. The New
Hampshire and Oklahoma statutes provide that the
assignee of a prohibited negotiable instrument is not in
good faith. Both statutes require knowledge on the part
of the assignee that the negotiable instrument is one
prohibited by the act, before he is denied good faith
assignment. The Pennsylvania , Michigan, and Illinois
statutes provide that if the required notice is not given,
then the holder in clue course status is denied. If notice
is given and assignee is notified of a defect in the
contract he is not a holder in due course. Penn . Stat. tit.
12A. 3-302( 1)(c), Mich. Stat. Ann. 440.3302(1 )(c),
Ill. Ann. Stat. ch. 26, 3-302( l)(c) (Smith-Hurd 1960).
But if notice is given and no answer received within the
statutory time limit, then the assignee can be a holder in
due course.
Of the I 5 state statutes which modify or abolish the
holder in due course, only four: Maryland, California,
Washington, and Florida, are sweeping enough to
abolish the injustices of the holder in due course status.

Only Maryland, California, and Washington have
statutes broad enough to cover all retail installment
transactions. Only three states have seen fit to abolish
this unnecessary and unjust doctrine. Much more is
needed.
'
The Uniform Consumer Credit Code, which has not
yet be en adopted in any jurisdiction, prohibits
negotiable instruments in consumer credit sales and
consumer - leases. U.C.C.C.
2.403. A holder of a
negotiable instrument exec.u ted in violation of this act is
not in good faith if he has notice of its prohibited
nature. Thus, widespread adoption of the U.C.C.C.
would alleviate much of the injustices of the holder in
due course status. So far, legislatures have been
reluctant to act on this code.
However, the U.C .C.C. has come under considerable
criticism. It may prohibit negotiable instruments but the
holder of prohibited notes is still a holder in due course
unless he is in bad faith or has notice of its prohibitive
nature. Opponents of the U.C.C.C. have come up with
the National Consumer Act (N.C.A.) as an alternative to
the U.C.C.C. The N.C.A. not only prohibits the use of
negotiable instruments, but also provides that a holder is
subject to all defenses and claims of the consumer. The
N.C.A. represei1ts a much more effective method of
protecting the consumer.
In conclusion, the holder in due course status must be
abolished in consumer transactions. It may still have
validity in merchant-to-merchant transactions. In
one-on-one bargaining, the law of merchants is good
law. But when the negotiation becomes one-sided, it is
necessary to protect the weak party. This protection
must be provided in the form of legal doctrines and
statutes. The need for consumer protection has been
made evident; now the burden rests with the
decision-makers to implement this protection.
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U.S. v. O'Brien:
A Problem •1n Civil Disobedience
The .first 0It11·0 articles by Bonnie Lembo '70

This series of two articles will discuss three
approaches to the problem of civil disobedience as
presented in U.S. v. O'Brien, 391 U.S. 367 (1968): that
of John Locke, Henry David Thoreau, and the Supreme
Court of the United States. Locke was chosen because
his political philosophy so deeply influenced the
thought of the drafters of the United States
Constitution: Thoreau, because his thought is a
justification and his life an example, for many advocates
of civil disobedience in contemporary America. The
Supreme Court has also dealt with the problem of civil
disobedience, but in a very different manner than Locke
or Thoreau. The Court never dealt with the problem for
the purpose of evolving a philosophy, but rather was
faced with the necessity for settling a controversy
arising from -a particular instance of civil disobedience.
Its aim was primarily to adjudicate the case at hand and
to establish criteria for future, similar cases. In the
· course of this very pragmatic endeavor, the Court has in
fact evolved a philosc:phy of civil disobedience from the
viewpoint of legality.
Society and government: A society is an organized
group of people united by geography and similar
culture. Government is essentially a structure within a
given society which imposes order upon it and
implements its public goals and values. Law is one of the
means which government uses to exert its power to
impose order.
Positive Law and Morality: Positive (man-made) law
and morality are related but not coextensive. Not
everything that a particular society considers a matter of
moralith is reflected in the legislation. There are several
reasons for this:
1) Some matters in the realm of morals are beyond
the power of government to control through law. The
results of an attempt to do so could be worse than the
'immoral' activity sought to be regulated. Prohibition is
a classic example of the problems presented by
'over-regulation.'
2) Some values, although conceivably enforceable,
concern areas of human existence considered so private
as to be beyond the purview of government. An
example of this is found in Griswold v. Connecticut,
381 U.S. 479 (1965), where a Connecticut statute
forbidding birth control was held unconstitutional.
3) In a plurali,stic society, it is almost impossible to
determine with any great specificity what the moral
concensus of the nation is on a particular issue.
4) Even if majority opinion on a moral issue could be
ascertaint'd, there is always the problem of enfringing on
the rights of the minority whose conscience dictates
dissent from the majority position.
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Positive Law and Natural Law: Positivl' law is thl'
sum or m:1n-madl' laws promulgated by thl' government.
Natural law is a concept which is more moral than ll'gaL
It is found in the thought of many philosophers. from
ancient to modern. It affirms and/or :1ssumes man's
existencl' and his ability to know. Morality is
detl'rmined by an :111:tlysis or man's naturl' in itself. and
man's rl'lationship to his environment :ind othl'rs. It
finds morality in thl' appropriate, i.e. thl' good perfects
and enhances man's n~1ture and faculties. while the L~vil
thwarts or perverts them Natural law is not only a
concept with a certain content, it is also a ml'thod of
analysis. And for this reason there arc variations among
the theories of natural law philosophers,
One modern treatment of natural law combines
stability and change. The basic core which forms man's
immutable nature (for example, his metaphysical
essential definition as 'rational animal') will yield certain
moral principles unchanged by time or circumstances.
These. of course, are very general. However, the fact of
time brings change and with change, growth. The new
circumstances presented by change present new moral
problems to man. The ever-changing milieu in which he
must try to live as a 'rational animal' presents different
problems and different responses, For this reason ,
natural moral law does change.
l n an event well-pu blicizcd before-hand, David
O'Brien burned his "draft card" on the steps of the
Boston Courthouse, before a sizeable crowd, and
covered by television cameras. His purpose was to
protest what he considered an immoral war in Vietnam,
and "publicly to influence others to adopt his anti-war
beliefs." He appealed his conviction under a federal Jaw
forbidding destruction of draft cards, on the grounds
that the Jaw " ... was unconstitutional because it was
enacted to abridge free speech ... " The Supreme Court
found the statute constitutional both as enacted and as
applied, upholding O'Brien's conviction.
Once having established that law and morality are
not co-ex tensive it is necessary to determine what the
relationship is-between the moral man and the law, and
conversely, what is the relationship of law to the moral
dissident. The central problem is: Must the moral man
always obey the law; or is he sometimes permitted or
even compelled to break the law because of moral
considerations? If so, can and does the law distinguish
among lawbreakers when their motivation is personal
morality? Framed specifically in terms of O'Brien, the
problem is whether or not, under the U.S. Constitution,
he can be punished for breaking the law in order to end
what he considers an immoral and illegal war.
Locke sought to avoid the dismal consequences of
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Hobbesian philosophy and establish criteria for
qualitatively differentiating governments and evaluating
their actions. Working within the ''state or nature'·
framework established by Hobbes, he sought to defend
the concept of constitutional democracy.
At the ~1pex of being is God, who creates man and
writes in his hL'art the natural moral law. The state or
nature is which he lives initi~dly is a condition or perfect
freedom where men can '· ... order their actions and
dispose of their possessions as they think fit, within thC'
bounds of nature, without asking leave, or depending on
the will or another man." Somt' men either do not
reason to, or they do not follow, the natural moral law
and so they engage in immoral activity and compromise
the total freedom of others. Locke secs deviance from
the law of nature in terms of theft and murder.
Correlative to these two breaches of the moral law arc
the powers men have to protect themselves from these
breaches: the powers to preserve life and property, or
oneself and others. The natural instinct for
self-preservation gives man the impetus to protect
himself and his possessions. The right to protect others
and punish deviants results from a need to preserve
order: he -who commits crime (ie. sin) puts himself
outside of the system or moral law and is a threat to it.
While the perfect freedom of the state of nature might
seem like a description of Thoreau's Utopia, it is for
Locke a very preca1~ious and unsatisfying state of affairs.
It suffers from three basic inadequacies: lack of a
legislative power to illucidate and implement the natural
law, lack of an executive power to enforce the law on
those who will not freely obey it, and lack of a judiciary
to ensure the impartial, dispassionate resolution of all
controversies. The lack of these three areas results in a
general condition of confusion and injustice.
Despite the adva:1tagcs of the state of nature, the
disadvantages quickly drive men into society and
government. While in the state of nature man has two
powers~preservation of person and property-he cannot
keep them in society. Man enters into society with
others and establishes a government by entering into a
social contract. He gives up to the sovereign
(government) the powers which he possessed in the state
of nature in exchange for a legislative, executive and
judicial structure which will implement the natural law
as each man alone cannot do. Man makes the social
contract either explicitly or tacitly: explicitly by
actually entering into an agreement and going from a
state of nature into society, or tacitly by living upon the
land of the sovereign and enjoying the benefit or its
rule. The rights and duties of the sovereign and the
individual are determined by the terms and purpose of
the social contract.
"Political power then, I take to be a right of making
laws ... for the regulation and preservation of property
and of employing the force of the community in the
execution of such laws, and in the defense· of the
commonwealth from foreign injury, and all this only for
the common good." ''An Essay Concerning the True
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Original Extent and Encl of Civil Covcrnmcnt," Jo~rn
Loch', The English Philosophers from Bacon to !\'hll ,
Burtt, Edwin A .. L'd. (New York, J l)J<J), p. 404.
The purpose or government thL'n is to fostl'r till'
common good by protecting life and propnty: the
pOWCr tO do SO is given it by tliL' people aS :l result or the
social contract. 1t is powerless to go beyond the duties
assigned to it by the people . If it oversteps its bounds
and exercises powers not given, the people :ire justified
in revolting. Locke sees this eXCL'ss of power principally
in terms of the confiscation or property. If the
indiviclu<il disagrees with the government on lessLT
grounds than an arbitrary usurp~1tion or powers, he has
two ~iltcrnatives: to accept the actions of the
uovernment or to withdraw from the society into one
b
more to his liking or into the state of nature.
The individual, upon entering into the social
contract, agrees to be concludL'd by the 111:1jority. "And
thus every man, by consenting with others to make one
body politic undn Ol1L' govL'rnrnent, puts himself under
an obligation to every onl' in the society , to submit to
the determination of the majority, and be concluded by
it: or elsL' his original compact whereby he with others
incorporates into one society, would signify nothing,
and be no compact, if he be left free and under no other
tics than he was before in the state of nature." Locke,
p.442.
When men make the social contract, they give up to
the government " .. . all the power necessary to tile ends
for they entered into society ... " Ibid., p. 442. In relation
to the government then, the individual has only three
alternatives, accept the will of the majority as expressed
th rough the government, revolt when the government
breaks the social contract, or leave the society in
question.
Locke's concept of law is basically theological. The
purpose of government is to implement the natural
moral law established by Goel. "Thus the law of nature
stands as an eternal rule to all men, legislators as well as
others. The rules that they make for other men's
actions, must, as well as their own actions and other
men's actions, be conformable to the law of nature, i.e.
the will of God." Ibid., p. 458. If law implements and
expresses morality, then law and morality are identical.
Government is the sine qua non of society. When men
enter into society, that is, living together in community ,
this is possible only through a rule of law imposed by
government. Therefore, when Locke describes men
entering into society, he is describing them in the act of
forming their government. Society is the community
and government the structure through which the
community is maintained by majority rule.
Unfortunately, Locke's philosophy suffers from a
paucity of concepts which are directly on point. Locke
would undoubtedly conclude that O'Brien tacitly
entered into the social contract forming the American
nation by living in America and therefore he must be
concluded by the decision of the majority, as expresses
through the government, to conduct the war in

Vietnam. Also. Locke considers one of the duties of
gOVL'r:lllll'llt to be till' waging of war to protect ti1l'
commonwealth frolll foreign l'lll'lllil'S.
All tl1is. i10wcvn, is too general to solvl' tl1c
problcllls posed in O'Brien. LockL' simply d<ws not
supply us with tile concepts which would lll'lp us to
answer qucstio11s such as: what ir the m;1jority's Lkcision
is against the natur;d lllOral law (q!. Na1 i Cen11;111yl:
what rnctilods. ir any. can tile dissL'ntl'r LtSL' to L·!iangL'
the mind or the majority. instead or passivl'ly accepting
its judgment: is there a distinction between a just and an
unju st war, and ir so what arc tile crikria: what in ract
constitutes ;1 fore ign threat to the commonwe;iltl1
justifying war: faced with an unjust and/or unnecessary
war. is the individual justified in revolting: must
revolution l)L' total and only in the most SL'Vl'n'
circurnst;111ces. or can it be partial and USL'd in
circulllstanccs less serious than those calling for the
dissolution of the existing governmcnt' 1

Tllc content or Locke's philosophy docs not solve
tile probkm of civil disobedirnce, but it docs offer us a
method of analysis which can be usefully applied to till'
lllodcrn conh.'X t in which the prob le Ill is posed. Locke's
values and modL' or analysis arc in fact similar to those
or tile Supreme Co urt in de:liing with the problem of
ilkgality as a cat;tlyst for soL·i;tl am! lcg;il cilangc. Both
Locke <llld tile Court aSSllllll' the salutary effects or
society ;1nd gOVl'rtllllL'llL both adrnit that the rreedom or
tile individual and till' power of his government arc
limit l'd by the nature of man ~rnd the l'!lds or society
~llld government. Starting with the presuppositions and
Using tlJL' baJallCl' or intl'rl'~t test aS ~! llll'thod Of
analysis. the S upreme Court arrived at a solution in the
O'Brien case and a philosophy u ndcrly ing th at solution
which avoids the theoretical extremes or Locke's
abso!i.1tl' adherence and Thoreau's radical individuality.
An analysis of Thoreau's philosophy and the
Supreme Court's philosophy will appear in Vol. l l. No.
~-winter 1970.

The Hazards of Product Safety
by Tom Stanton, Harvard '70

l

The idea of product safety evokes memories of stern
warnings to be careful so you won't get hurt.
"Carelessness" and "accidental" are the terms
frequently used to describe the injurious events. The
recently published Hearings and Final Report of the
National Commission on Product Safety (NCPS)
indicate that the problem is considerably more related
to corporate power and product design than recognized
by the conventional wisdom of the safety establishment.
Each year in incidents relating to the use of
household products, 20 million Americans are seriously
injured enough to be disabled for at least one day or to
require medical treatment. This includes 585,000 who
are hospitalized, 110,000 permanently disabled, and
30,000 who are killed.
Specific examples possibly give a better feel for the
problem. Each year about 60,000 people, primarily
children, are seared by the hot floor grille of gas fired
floor furnaces. These grilles reach a temperature of
about 400 degrees , or the temperature of cooking
meats. When a child attempts to extricate himself from
the grille, he usually manages to burn himself again. The
burns generally are second or third degree o ften
imprinting the child for life with a waffle-pattern of
scars.
On J uly 16, 1958 an official of the U.S. Public Health
Service Accident Prevention Service notified the
industry of the alam1ing incidence of these burns. Five

days later Mr. R .E. Cramer of the American Gas
Association (AGA) Laboratory responded that there
was no accurate documentation of the ex tent of such
inj uries and that it was impossible to modify the
furnaces.
I n 1961, an art icle in the New England Journal of
Medicine provided further documentation. Again, the
industry was on notice but again it demanded more
.documentation. Massive evidence came in 1964 when an
article in the Journal of Pediatrics by Dr. Julian Waller
reported on the basis of a study of 11,000 children
treated in a 14-year period in the Oakland, California
Permanent Medical Plan Clinic, Dr. Waller found that
one out of every five burns among these 11,000 children
had resulted from contact with a floor furnace . The y
were exceeded in frequency only by scalds.
Significantly, the floor furnace burns resulted in
multiple injuries a third of the time--more often than
any other type of burn. Almost 9 out of every I 0 were
second or third degree burns, that is, sufficient tci blister
or char skin . The industry response, again, was
unenthusiastic.
The National Commission on Product Safety decide d
to test the industry contention, expressed in a letter
from Mr. C. George Segeler of AGA, Aug. 28, 1959,
that "I doub t whether it would be desirable or practical
to discontinue the AGA approval of floor furnaces
because of benefits brought to the user from control
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over the other phases of floor furnace performance."
For a total fee of $800 the Commission retained a
14-man research group, Weiner Associates, Inc., to
investigate possible remedies of the hazard which would
not significantly impair the cost competitiveness or
performance of the gas fired floor furnace. In the space
of three weeks Weiner Associates developed three such
solutions! As of this writing AGA has engaged Mr.
Weiner to further study this problem but has not yet
amended the standard which allows grille temperatures
up to 350 degrees over room temperature, or about 420
degrees.
There are a number of serious lessons to be learned
from this series of episodes and others like it. What is
especially shocking is the complacement belief of
industry representatives that industry self-regulation has
been of good service to the public. Thus, the First Vice
President of the American Gas Association cheerfully
concluded his presentation to the Commission with the
comment, "Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen, AGA feels
that it has established a good public record for private
industry in the field of product safety. We have
operated on the theory, and we think, conclusively
demonstrated that protection of the public is good
business:" •If we assume that 60,000 are burned every
year by AGA certified floor furnaces, this means that on
the very day tlial AGA was praising its own fine track
record over 160 children were seared and possibly
branded for life with the mark of an AGA-certified floor
furnace.
The first reason why something like this can happen
is because industry is not particularly interested in
safety questions. Manufacturers have no incentive to
find out how many people are killed or injured by their
products. Thus, for example, the representative of the
American Bicycle Manufactu rers Association could tell
the Commission with a straight face that 'The new
style, or high-rise bike, is no less safe than any of its
predecessors." This was in spite of a rash of accidents,
called an epidemic in one medical study by Dr. T. R.
Howell, including cranio-facial injuries to riders of
bicycles styled with low front wheels, banana seats, and
high rise handle bars.
Second, many manufacturers are aware of the injuries
they cause with their products but are content to do
nothing except defend in the infrequent personal injury
lawsuit which may arise. As reported by Dean Thomas
O'Toole, of Boston 's Northeastern L aw School :
In a field not covered by this Commission, I
once had occasion to discover the methods by
which a major manufacturer disposed of product
liability claims. This company's reaction
apparently was to have claims thoroughly
investigated , a file on the case carefully preserved,
and then do nothing by way of responding to the
consumer's complaints unless and until a suit was
filed. In this manner seven out of every ten claims
were buried forever. One might say that the seven
claims which were not pursued were perhaps
unfounded. Certainly, there are likely to be the
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cases in which the injuries arc less serious than in
those cases which are filed in court. But the fact
remains that a significant number of injured
consumers who at one point ascertained that they
had been the victims of defective products never
had a hearing."
In the face of this type of industry activity the
conclusion of the Commission is almost mild. "As
related to product safety. self regulation by trade
association and standards groups, drawing upon the
resources of professional associations and independent
testing laboratories, 1s legally unenforceable, and
patently inaclcq ua te."
More active consumer litigation promises to be one of
the more effective means, in addition to essential
government regulation, to induce manufacturer concern
for safety.
Such suits promise not only to bring such relief to the
injured but also with regulatory followup, could force
more careful design and manufacture of products which
otherwise would be made so as to be dangerous. Thus
far, it must be conceded, private legal action has not
significantly affected the moral tendencies of
manufacturers of dangerous goods. In the words of
Virginia Knauer, "We believe that the private bar is the
sleeping giant of the consumer protection field."
Insurance industry representatives reported for example,
that in the most recent year for which statistics were
available, total products liability insurance premiums
were $115 million. Vol. 9RC32 l. When this is compared
to the estimated national costs of dangerous products of
$5.5 billion, one can see that most manufacturers have
not yet found it profitable to protect themselves against
lawsuits brought by injured citizens or their survivors.
This is true even if one makes some allowance for the
deductable provisions of some insurance policies.
However, product liability cases are on the increase,
and defense attorney Gordon Close estimated that in
1968 alone, there were over 100,000 such cases filed .
Vol. 2-290. The potential difficulties of bringing
products liability suits include consumer ignorance of
the existence of legal remedies ; the necessity to retain
an attorney to enforce fully one ' s rights; the difficulty
of locating independent experts willing to testify ; the
expenses of bringing such a suit, which even with
contingent fee arrangements often require substantial
expenditures for testing, expert consultation and
testimony; the loss of income to the plaintiff who must
be away from his job when the case is being tried, and
the long court delay which may mean years between
filing a case and bringing it to trial , not to mention
delays in the appellate process.
As was concluded by Paul G. Bower, then Consumer
Counsel of the Department of Justice, "These factors all
weigh against bringing an action in the first place, and
even when actions are brought they exert strong
pressures towards settlement for sums far short of those
wh ich could be obtained if the case went to judgment."
Vol. 2-121/2.
Under these circumstances, the role of the plaintiff's

attorney is a challenging one. Will he be able to develop
product li~1bility litigation to the extent that automobile
nq.digcnce litigation has been established? If so, it is
hard to believe that a manufacturer could knowingly
continue to produce a defective product ir he knew he
would be faced with a continuing series of expensive
lawsuits as a result of keeping the product on the
market. In order for this salutary result to occur. the
products liability lawyer will have to pioneer in several
areas or tort and contract law.
There is an important role al so to be played by
defense counsel. It will be his responsibility to assure
that his client conforms to the increasingly realistic
demand we can expect from products liability law.
There is no excuse. for example. for a crib to be
manufactured two and a half years after a crib with
identical defects had strangled a young child. Vol. 2-48.
The death resulted in an out of court settlement to the
parents for S 15,000 paid by the manufacturer. As the
father reported to the Commission,
After the death of our son, we tried for several
months to get a voluntary commitment to make
thi s product safe or not to make it , out of the
manL~focturn.
!Price-Trimble Products. which
ironically , h~1s the1 motto: 'Since 1912. Your
Baby's Health and Comfort. Our Only Business.]
We tried the pressure of a lawsuit: a financial
settlement was made, but our primary concern
about the safety of the product went unsatisfied .
Final Report 23.
With increasing products liability litigation it will not
be the public as much as the successfully sued
manufacturer who will refuse to accept the excuses of
the inattentive defense lawyer, especially if he happens
to be house counsel.
It is to be hoped that house counsel will have a

crucial impact on the design state of production . As
products liability cases become more of an everyday
remedy it should become standard practice for a
manufacturer concerned about potential loss to subn1it
possible designs to his lawyer for evaluation in light of
lq!al standards. One might even hope that the lawyer
would suggest improvements called for by his ethics as
well as by the current state of the law.
Students can also have a significant impact on
product safety before they pass the Bar. Copies of the
13 Volume NCPS Hearings arc being received by 1~iany
university libraries. These valuable materials should be
culled for information which could be the basis of a
focused products liability section in a torts class. or even
a special seminar in thL' law school.
1n the Business School, the product safety Hearings
and Final Report should serve as a case study in the
consequences of a failure of industry executives in their
ethi<..«il responsibilities. If till' NCPS recommendations
arc accepted, there will be government intervention in
an area over which the business sector obviously would
have preferred to retain sole effective control.
Especially important is the contribution to he mad e
in the engineering schools, which should be induced to
stress safety as a mandatory rnginccring subject.
In addition to new emphasis on preventive law.
preventive engineering, and preventive business
practices, the university scholars can also provide
valuable policy studies in the field of consumer
protection. Comparison and elucidation of the serious
discrepancies between social benefit and private profit
in government inquiries as well as an important
improvement in the professional (!ducation of students.
In sum, the NCPS report has provided an invaluable
service to the nation. It remains now for those
affccted--that means most of us-- to take some action.

Editorials
Public Interest Law Firms and IRS
Those who reject the theory of violent revolution
offer working within the "system" as an alternative. The
recent action of the Internal Revenue Service , in regards
· to tax-exempt public interest law firms, exposes some of
the dangers of working from within. Such action can
result in regression rath er th an progression . Th e IRS
attempted to deny these law firms a tax-exempt status
which th ey formerly had. This would probably re sult in
a loss of contributions which would no longe r be
tax-exemp t. T he result is a regression for socia l j ustice.
Fortunately t h e I RS has retracted its decision a nd social
just ice will ho pefull y progress.
We also oppose IRS ' s atte m pt to pu rge "long-hairs"
from its ran ks. A recent memo from the Chief Counsel's
jesk indicates that no more attorneys with long hair

shall be considered
"good-grooming" clause.

for

promotion

under

a

Dr. Maguire
The Legal Issue joins the University community in
urging due process by the administration in the
handling of the review of Dr. Maguire's credentials.
We a pplaud the appointment of a committee of the
A cademic Senate to perform th e review. We hope
that th is committee will follo w the example of past
committee s in pro du cing a cogen t report and
recomme ndations. The situation surrounding the
review is suspect. We urge the committee to clear up
these misgivings.
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Alumni News
Margaret Brass, '36, has been named "Woman
Lawyer of the Year" for 1970. She has a 30-year
career as a Department of Justice attorney
specializing in Anti-trust cases. She's taken on the big
ones, including U.S. Steel in 1962.
John A. Mason , '49, a senior contract
administrator with Radiation Inc., was invited to view
the launch of Apollo 13 as a special guest of Dr. Kurt
Debers, director of NASA-Kennedy Space Center. Mr.
Mason's ,selection was on the basis of his noteworthy
contributions to the success of the space exploration
program.
Alumnus and former faculty member Richard J.
Blanchard, LL.M. '50, was a guest speaker at the 24th
Statewide American Institution of Banking
Conference held in Tulsa Oklahoma on Sept. I 2. Mr.
Blanchard was a Trial Attorney in the Criminal
Division of the U.S. Department of Justice from I 951
to 1957 and a Deputy Clerk of the U.S. Supreme
Court from 1957 to 1962. In 1962, he joined the
Office of the Controller for Mergers and Branches in
Washington, D.C., where he is now Deputy
Controller.
Robert 0. Jennings, '50, has been eleceted
Assistant Vice President of Government Employees
Life Insurance Company (GELICO) and its
wholly-owned subsidiary, Government Employees
Life Insurance Company of New York. Mr. Jennings
began his career with the companies in 1950. He is
vice president of the Maryland-D.C. Claim
Association. He resides in Bethesda, Maryland.
Dr. Harry Balfe II, '52, has been appointed New
Jersey state supervisor for the NBC-TV Election News
Unit. Dr. Balfe, a member of the political science
faculty at . Montclair State College, will gather data
about past' voting records in 275 key New Jersey
districts and will analyze this information in the light
of changes in boundaries and in population
composition. His findings will be used by the
network's commentators in predicting election
results. Dr. Balfe lives in Upper Montgomery, New
Jersey, with his wife and son.
Peter Larsen, '5 2, has been elected president of the
Association of Plaintiffs Trial Attorneys of
Metropolitan Washington. Mr. Larsen is a member of
the Washington law firm of Collins, Lawrence and
Larsen. He is a.resident of Potomac, Maryland.
Frank J. DiTraglia, '56, is both a doctor and an
attorney. He is medical control director of
Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Company and a
former medical officer of the federal Food and Drug
Administration. He was recently assigned to head the
professional division of the United Fund of Morris
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County, New Jersey.
Gerald L. Sbarboro, '63, has been appointed to a
5 year term on the Chicago Board of Education. Mr.
Sbarboro has served as legal advisor to Lt. Governor
Paul Simon of Illinois and as Parliamentarian to the
Illinois State Senate: as Assistant United States
Attorney for Northern District of Illinois, and as
Legislative Counsel to former U.S. Senator Paul H.
Douglas. He presently is in private practice, is Judge
Advocate of the f11inois N<1tional Gu<1rcl, Editor of
the Justinian Law Journal, a columnist for the
Chicago Downtown News. In 1969, he was decorated
by the President of the Republic of Italy with the
"Knight of the Order of Merit."
Lawrence M. Sullivan, '64, has been active in the
Republican party since his graduation. In 1965, he
was president of the Active Young Republicans of
Wilmington and was named to the Republican City
Executive Committee. In 1966, he was named
Outstanding Young Republican of the Year. In 1967,
he was elected vice chairman of the national Young
Repu b I icans. He was appointed mortgage
commissioner and then New Castle County Levy
Court commissioner in 1966. He was also elected ·
register of wills for the county in 1966. He has been
an associate in the law firm of Herlihy and Herlihy in
Wilmington.
David H. Link, '67, has been named special
assistant to the president of Medical Service of
District of Columbia of the Blue Shield Pian. Link
joins the organization from the Headquarters, U.S.
Marine Corps Development and Education Command,
Quantico, where he served from June 1968 to
February 1970 as civilian legal advisor. From April
1966 to June 1968, he was assigned to Quantico
as a special criminal investigation agent for the Office
of Naval Intelligence. Link is a native of Birghamton,
New York, and is now residing in Fairfax, Virginia,
with his wife and two boys.
Thaddeus C. Raczkowski, '67, has been named
Confidential Agent to the Division of Motor Vehicles
for the state of New Jersey. Raczkowski will serve as
a consultant in legal and administrative matters. A
. native of South Amboy, New Jersey, Mr. Raczkowski
has been clerking in the Middlesex Superior Court
Law Division for Judges Gerofski and Demos. While
attending C.U., he became the first law clerk hired on
a permanent basis by the Civil Rights Division of the
U.S. Department of Justice. Raczkowski has two
children and presently resides in East Brunswiek, New
Jersey.
William A. Mooney, '67 and Linus H. Deeny '68
have recently become associated with the local firm

of Spencer. Whalen and Graham.
Mrs. Ann Scharnikow DuRoss '68 has recently
become Assistant U.S. Attorney.
James D. Donohoe, '69. has become associated
with the firm of Lines, Wilkens and Osborn in
Rochester. New York. He was formerly with the firm
of Pennie, Edmonds, Morton. Taylor and Adams in
New York City.
Bernard A. van Ogtrop. '69. married Miss Ann
Louise Sheats in St. Paul's Methodist Church , Odessa,
Delaware. on Sept. 12. The bride graduated from the
University of Delaware and has been employed by the

New Castle County Treasurer's Department. The
groom is a member of the Delaware Bar Association
and is employed by the U.S. Department of Justice.
Francis Dana Winslow '69, is now with the New
York firm of Beekman and Bogue.
Matt Cushner '70 is now Assistant U.S. Attorney in
Chicago, Illinois.
James T . Vorrasi '70 is now clerking for Judge
Waddy in the U.S. District Court.
Rita McKenna '69, Dennis McKenna '70, and
Timothy J. Shearer '70 are all with the local firm of
Rhyne and Rhyne.

Admitted to the Bar
The following Alumni and Faculty have recently been
admitted to the bar:
CONNECTICUT
Thomas _A. Mulligan '70.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
L. Graeme Bell IIL Facult y; John B. Brokaw '67;
Michael A. Cain '70; T homas A. Callaghan , Jr. '68 ;
Kevin W. Carmody '70; William H. Carroll, Jr. '68; .
Charles I. Cate '69; Phillip Clausen '70; Margaret A.
Cotter '69 ; Donald A. Couvillion '68; Edward J.
Dempsey '70; James C. Donald '65; Frank W. Dunham,
Jr. '70 ; Donald E. Edington '70; William L. Fallon '70;
John F. Finnegan '69; Andrew R. Greene '70 ; Joseph L.
Graves, Jr. '69; Val J. Halamandaris '69 ; Robert F . Kane
'70; Joseph T. Lilly '70; Morris Liss '70; John A.
McCahill '69; John J . McHugh '69; Denis D. McKenna
'70; James B. McMahon '69; Daniel R. Meaney '69;
David J. Romanski '70; Timothy J . Shearer '70; Daniel
J. Slattery , Jr. '69; Thomas H. Talbott '69; Richard S.
Thayer '70; John W. Underwood '69 ; James T. Vorrasi

'70; John M. Wood '69.
FLORIDA
Michael J. Fitzgerald '70.
ILLINOIS
Matt P. Chushner '70.
NEW MEXICO
Robert J. Baca '70.
NEW YORK
Eugene J. Gillespie, Jr. '69 ; Kenneth J. Vorrasi '69;
Francis D. Winslow '69.
PENNSYLVANIA
James J. Powell '70.
VIRGINIA
Felix J. D'Ambrosio '70; George S. Bennett, Jr. '69;
Frank W. Dunham '70: Patrick M. Gallagher '67; Bruce
H. Hamill '69; Peter Legler '70; Theodore Major '70;
Eugene Mar '69; James F . McKeown '70; Michael W.
Price '70; Stanley J. Samorajczyk '67; Edward L.
Stolarun '69; Frederick R. Taylor '70: Michael J. Tully
'70 ; William H. Wright '69.

Faculty News
Professor Vernon X. Miller was elected Vice Chairman of the Council for the Section of Legal Education at the
recent American Bar Association Meeting in Saint Louis.
William E. Stewart, Jr., who taught at C.U. from 1953 to 1957, is one of eightee n judges appointed for the
District of Columbia By President Nixon. Mr. Stewart is a senior partner of the local firm of Caliher, Stewart and
Clark.
Thomas E. Patton '65, who has taught part-time at the Law School, is now with the local firm of Williams and
Connolly.
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Research for Ralph Nader
Ralph Nader's Public Interest Research Group is
seeking students to do research on specific problems.
The following are synopsises of the areas in which the
research is to be directed. If interested. contact the
people specified in the synopsis at l 025 15th Street ,
N.W., Suite 601, Washington D.C. 20005.
PROPERTY TAX STUDY
Property tax is not only a major source of
municipal revenue, but it also is a major influence on
land use patterns within the central city. Property tax
laws are outdated and incomprehensible.
Administration is usually by locally elected tax
assessors operating in a maze of assessing districts.
The result is a veiled system behind which major
corporate taxpayers arc able to exact favorable
treatment at the expense of the homeowner, small
businessman and other taxpayers who must carry
more of the tax burden.
A nationwide study of the property tax is
proposed. The project will entail a detailed empirical
investigation of the property tax system. All aspects
of the property tax will be investigated: its
administration, impact and the need for new
legislation. Specific aspects may be investigated
separately. The Research Group will act as
a clearinghouse, provide a medium for the exchange
of information, and offer technical assistance. If the
project is to be completed during the school year,
work must be commenced at once. Contact Sam
Simon, Esq.

STATE REGULATORY COMMISSIONS STUDY
The study aims to document the intimate
relationship between industries and their respective
regulatory agencies on the state level. Currently
available information. much of it on the public
record. about state regulatory agencies reinforces the
view that a thorough study is in order. Research will
include not only a compilation of statutory material
and case law dealing with utilities. but also an
investigation of regulatory practice and conflicts of
interest on the commission and in the legislatruc.
Contact James Welch. Esq.

STATEANDLOCALPROCUREMENTSTUDY
The cost of procurement abuses is staggering in
terms of wasted dollars and resources, but even more
costly for society is the illicit pressure which the
procurement process places on state and local
politics. The techniques for converting procurement
into patronage are seemingly endless. Public concern
and understanding as well as the attention of the
organized bar must be mobilized to reform this
deplorable structure.
The project will entail a thorough empirical study
of the procurement procedure of the area. This legal
sub-system needs to be analyzed in a way which goes
beyond formalities to an . understanding of its
performance as it actually operates. Contact Christian
S. White, Esq.

Need One Credit
Find yourself short one credit for next semester? The one-credit Directed Research paper is now available. These
papers need be only half as long as two-credit papers, and such papers readily lend themselves to publication in the
Legal Issue. Get your credit and publish, too!
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NEWS BRIEFS
by Jack Bailey '71

The position of news editor for the Legal Issue is a
difficult one for two reasons. First, because the Legal
Issue goes to press almost three weeks after one's
copy is filed, news tends to become history; and
second. I have found that very little news is generated
at C.U. Law School. The latter reason might be the
result of this school's having such a high proportion
of students who are so intent on becoming good
lawyers that they spend most of their time immersed
in mundane, unexciting, and certainly un-newsworthy
world of working and studying to prepare themselves
for that end.
However, some news items have crossed the desk
of the news editor, which he now reports.
· After_ a three-year effort by both faculty and
students, attendance of student representatives at
faculty meetings has been approved by the faculty.
Two students will be chosen by the popular vote of
the entire student body to sit in and vote at all
faculty meetings.
The President of the S.B.A. has been waiting
patiently to appoint students to the various faculty
standing committees such as curriculum, admissions,
recruitment, etc. But the faculty has also been
waiting to be api:>0inted to these committees. After
four months of school, Dean Bamberger has faileo to
appoint one committee.*
The S.B.A. budget has been approved after lengthy
and heated debate. This year's budget, currently
posted on the bulletin board. will provide for the first
time recruitment funds for BALSA, and money for
the Lawyer's Guild and PAD's Inns of Court program.
Funds were not provided for social programs, such as
the annual Barrister's Ball. However, Law Wives may
put on a miniature Barrister's Ball to take its place.
DRUG CONFERENCE
The A.B.A. is conducting a three-day course on the
Defense of Drug Cases on November 12 to 15 at the
Hilton Hotel in New York City. This course will
include intense instruction in preparing and
conducting a successful defense, along with
exploration of sociological and physiological reasons
why individuals resort to drug use. The only
drawback is the registration fee, which is set at
$225.00. It is too bad that the A.B.A., with all the
money at its disposal, can not open this valuable

course up to young lawyers and neighborhood legal
service lawyers who handle the vast majority of drug
cases but who, for the most part, will find the fee
prohibitive. Interested students should contact the
Dean's office about the possibility of avoiding the
fee.
S.B.A. ALWAYS
WORKING FOR YOU
The S.B.A. is attempting to get the faculty to pass
a resolution which would leave the choice of using
numerical grades or a pass/fail grade up to the
teacher's discretion. As the grading policy now
stands, a teacher is not permitted to make this
choice even when both students and teacher are in
agreement as to the method of grading preferred.
LATE NEWS
A preofessor who has just returned from a
recruitment trip reports that he is very pessimistic
about C.U.'s recruitment efforts this year. This
professor went to three good colleges on separate
days and saw only fours students. It would seem that
more dvance work is needed before we send other
professors on similar trips in order to insure that that
Professor does not waste his time and C.U. money,
in what last year proved to be the Law School's most
effective methods of attracting well-qualified and
highly motivated students.

RAMSEY CLARK
vs. AGNEW
Ramsey Clark, the speaker at the luncheon on Law
Alumni Day, has again come under ~ttack from Vice
President S pirto Agnew. If Agnew continues
criticizing the former Attorney General for his
performance at the Justice Department and calling
him a radical-liberal, Ramsey Clark will more than
likely be propelled into a top position for the
Democratic nomination for President in 1972.

*News Editor's Note: If they did not know better,
the students might think that the Dean is trying to
ntn everything by himself.
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